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of Debrecen, Debrecen, HungaryABSTRACT Dual-laser flow cytometric resonance energy transfer (FCET) is a statistically efficient and accurate way of deter-
mining proximity relationships for molecules of cells even under living conditions. In the framework of this algorithm, absolute
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiency is determined by the simultaneous measurement of donor-quenching
and sensitized emission. A crucial point is the determination of the scaling factor a responsible for balancing the different
sensitivities of the donor and acceptor signal channels. The determination of a is not simple, requiring preparation of special
samples that are generally different from a double-labeled FRET sample, or by the use of sophisticated statistical estimation
(least-squares) procedures. We present an alternative, free-from-spectral-constants approach for the determination of a and
the absolute FRET efficiency, by an extension of the presented framework of the FCET algorithm with an analysis of the second
moments (variances and covariances) of the detected intensity distributions. A quadratic equation for a is formulated with
the intensity fluctuations, which is proved sufficiently robust to give accurate a-values on a cell-by-cell basis in a wide system
of conditions using the same double-labeled sample from which the FRET efficiency itself is determined. This seemingly new
approach is illustrated by FRET measurements between epitopes of the MHCI receptor on the cell surface of two cell lines,
FT and LS174T. The figures show that whereas the common way of a determination fails at large dye-per-protein labeling ratios
of mAbs, this presented-as-new approach has sufficient ability to give accurate results. Although introduced in a flow cytometer,
the new approach can also be straightforwardly used with fluorescence microscopes.INTRODUCTIONFluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a powerful
and popular method for the determination of proximities be-
tween suitable fluorophores, called donors and acceptors, in
the 1–10-nm distance range (1). In addition to its ability to
perform fluorescence lifetime-based measurements, several
steady-state realizations already exist—for example, for
measuring simple donor quenching, acceptor sensitization,
donor photobleaching, acceptor photobleaching, donor
anisotropy, and acceptor anisotropy (2–6). Amongst these
uses, the dual-laser flow cytometric resonance energy transfer
(FCET)method (7,8) has proven itself unique—such unique-
ness due not only to its high statistical power, but also to its
relative simplicity, merely requiring the use of flow cyto-
meter types that are already commercially available. (For
flow cytometric applications of FRET, see Szo¨ll}osi et al. (9).)
The essence of FCET is that, in addition to the parameters
proportional to the donor and acceptor concentrations,
FRET efficiency is determined as a common value for
both quenching efficiency and the percent-enhancement of
sensitized emission after correction for the difference in
signal detectabilities in the donor and acceptor channels
with a scaling factor called a (7,8,10). This factor—which
we call from now on ‘‘spectral a,’’ referring to its way of
determination—is generally determined from the mean
intensities of the samples labeled with donor and acceptorSubmitted August 27, 2013, and accepted for publication September 26,
2013.
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0006-3495/13/11/2024/12 $2.00only in the knowledge of the amounts of the donor and
acceptor dyes (which are proportional to the dye-per-protein
labeling ratios of the dye-targeting ligands and the number
of receptors labeled by the ligands) and from the relative
absorption coefficient of the donor and acceptor measured
at the donor’s excitation wavelength.
For the spectroscopic determination of a, two different
epitopes on the same receptor are targeted by the donor-
and acceptor-tagged ligands, and the same receptor epitope
is labeled either with the donor-stained or the acceptor-
stained ligand, where in both cases the 1:1 stoichiometry
guaranties the required equal receptor numbers condition
for the determination of the spectral a. Trouble arises
when the relative numbers of the donor- and acceptor-
tagged receptors are not known, e.g., in the case of
engineered visible fluorescent proteins (VFPs), although
sometimes a 1:1 stoichiometry can be guaranteed here
(11,12). In rare cases of this kind when the donor-acceptor
spatial topology is rather well described—e.g., in a Stryer-
Haugland type of an experiment with rigid amino-acid
polymers as donor-acceptor spacers (1,9,10), or its recently
refined versions using DNA construct-based rulers, where
the orientation factor (k2) is more accurately defined
(13,14)—a way out is offered by the known values of
FRET efficiency estimated from the known donor-acceptor
separation distances: In this inverse problem, the system
of FCET equations (see Eqs. S1–S3 in the Supporting Mate-
rial) is solved for a in the knowledge of FRET efficiency.
In a somewhat more complicated statistical approach
restricted by the condition of constant donor-acceptorhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.09.041
FRET-Dependent Fluorescence Intensity Fluctuations 2025concentration ratio, least-squares estimation can also be
used (10). Here FRET efficiency is estimated in two ways:
1. As defined by a via the system of equations for FCET
(see Eqs. S1–S3 in the Supporting Material) and
2. From one extra equation when the sensitized emission in-
tensity is expressed with the acceptor-donor absorbance
ratio instead of a—and the difference of estimations is
minimized.
In this communication, we develop what we believe to be
a new approach for the determination of a based on a char-
acteristic of intensity distributions, the width of the detected
distributions, and the covariances between the intensity dis-
tributions. Here the width represents the standard deviation,
defined as the square-root of variance (second central
moment), which is an average of the squares of the devia-
tions from the mean, i.e., the mean-squared fluctuation
around the mean. Covariance is analogously defined be-
tween two different intensities: as average products, of fluc-
tuations of two different intensities, around the respective
means (15,16). We hypothesize that similarly to the distribu-
tion means, distribution variances and covariances as well as
the corresponding fluctuation products convey information
on the processes behind the intensity distributions. This is
also corroborated by the fact that in a broad family of dis-
tributions, the distribution mean is not independent from
the corresponding distribution variance (e.g., Poisson, log-
normal, and Weibull distributions) (17). In the context of
a determination, our hypothesis means that the difference
in detection sensitivities of the donor and acceptor signals
should also be manifested in differences in the widths and
covariances of the donor- and acceptor-related fluorescence
intensity distributions.
For an overview of the organization of the article, please
see the Supporting Material.
For a Glossary of Terms, see the Appendix.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Information on cells, specificity of monoclonal antibodies, fluorescent
staining of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), and labeling of cells with fluo-
rescent ligands is found in the Supporting Material.Flow cytometric energy transfer measurements
FRET efficiency was determined in a combined manner from the donor
quenching and the sensitized emission of acceptor (7,8) on a cell-by-cell
basis. For measuring FRET applying both the Alexa-Fluor 488-546 and
Alexa-Fluor 546-647 (or Cy5) donor-acceptor dye-pairs (18), we used the
FACSVantage SE flow cytometer with a FACSDiVa extension (Becton-
Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ), equipped with triple-laser excitation, and
with the lasers operating in the single-line mode at 488 nm (Coherent
Enterprise Arþ-ion gas laser; Innova Technology, Coherent, Santa Clara,
CA), at 532 nm (a diode-pumped solid-state laser), and at 632 nm (model
No. 127 He-Ne gas laser; Spectra Physics, Santa Clara, CA).
In addition to the forward-angle light-scattering (FSC) signal, the
following four signals were collected for each cell running through the laserbeams with the transmitted wavelength range and the specifications of the
realizing band path filters in parentheses (all filters from A. F. Analysen-
technik, Tu¨bingen, Germany): 1), the right angle (or perpendicular) side-
scattered light (SSC) signal at the 488/532-nm laser line (BP 488/10, BP
532/10 filters) to separate debris and cells based on size and intracellular
morphology in FSC-SSC dot-plots; 2), the donor (Alexa-Fluor 488 or
546) and 3), the acceptor (Alexa-Fluor 546 or 647) signals I1 (quenched
donor intensity) and I2 (containing sensitized emission), both excited at
the 488/532-nm wavelength, the maximum of the donor absorption and de-
tected through a DM 561 LP/DM 630 LP dichroic mirror in the 515–545 nm
(DF 530/30 BP filter)/570–620 nm (DF 595/50 BP filter); and 4), the 570–
620 nm (DF 595/50 BP filter) >635 nm (DF 635 LP filter) wavelength
ranges.
The FRET problem has three unknowns (FRET efficiency, and the donor
and acceptor concentrations) for the determination of which, in addition to
the aforementioned I1 and I2 signals, a third fluorescence intensity I3 is also
necessary (7,8): the acceptor intensity excited at 532/632 nm, close to the
maximum of the acceptor absorption, and also detected in the >561 nm
(DF 561 LP filter) >635 nm (DF 635 LP filter) wavelength range. With
the above I1, I2, and I3 signals, the A
0, d0, d0, p, q, a and the FRET indices
Q, E0, and E are calculated as described in Theoretical Results. These
parameters were determined on a cell-by-cell basis in the gated cell
population with a home-made software program called REFLEX (http://
www.biophys.dote.hu/research.htm, http://www.freewebs.com/cytoflex.htm),
specialized for processing flow cytometric histograms (19) to be displayed
as frequency distribution curves (Fig. 2). A case study of the FCET calcu-
lation is presented in the Supporting Material. The frequency distribution
of the a-factor shown in Fig. 2 has been computed with the software
MATLAB, Ver. 7.0.1 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
A case study of the FCET calculation, as well as technical details of fluo-
rescence lifetime measurement by fluorescence lifetime imaging micro-
scopy (FLIM), is presented in the Supporting Material.THEORETICAL RESULTS
Introducing the a-factor
The a-factor plays a crucial role in the determination of
FRET efficiency in the FCET measuring scheme. Formally,
according to the theory of FCET detailed in the Supporting
Material, the E FRET efficiency is computed from the
primarily measured A0 quantity via a kind of normalization
of A0 by a as expressed by the relationship
E ¼ A0=aþ A0;
which is analogous to Fo¨rster’s E ¼ R60 /(R6 þ R60). Phenom-
enologically, it is a conversion or normalization factor be-
tween the donor’s and acceptor’s emission channels
(meaning the acceptor signal in the acceptor channel corre-
sponding to the signal of a single donor molecule in the
donor channel). Its value is the product of the ratio of equip-
ment sensitivities of the two channels, ha/hd (dictated by
optical collection angles of detectors, photomultiplier
sensitivities, and gains of electronic amplifiers and photo-
multiplier voltages) and the ratio of the quantum effi-
ciencies, Ya/Yd of the donor and acceptor fluorophores on
the labels
a ¼ ha
hd
,
Ya
Yd
: (1)Biophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035
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tors (binding sites), Ba/Bd, is known, a can be determined
from the mean fluorescence intensities Ma and Md of the
samples labeled with only acceptor and donor, respectively,
with the molar decadic absorption coefficients of the donor
and acceptor εd and εa (both in M
1 cm1) and the dye-per-
protein labeling ratios of the dye-targeting ligands Ld and La
(spectroscopic a):
a ¼ εd
εa
,
Ld
La
,
Bd
Ba
,
Ma
Md
: (2)
The form of Eq. 2 for a is based on the assumption that
fluorescence intensity is a linear function of the dye con-
centration. This may not be fulfilled at large dye local con-
centrations, e.g., when several dye molecules are closely
packed on a carrier ligand.Determination of a with intensity correlations
The determination of a via Eq. 2 is problematic for the
following reasons:
1. The ratio of the labeled binding sites Bd/Ba is generally
not known; it is considered an unknown parameter of
the FRET problem. In our practice, a is mostly deter-
mined by using the same type of ligand conjugated
with the donor and acceptor fluorophores. Alternatively,
two different ligands are used, which bind to two dif-
ferent binding sites on the same receptor, e.g., donor-con-
jugated L368 and acceptor-conjugated W6/32 mAbs
binding to the b2-microglobulin (b2m) and heavy-chain
subunits of the major histocompatibility complex class
I (MHCI) receptor, when Bd/Ba ¼ 1. However, in
important cases of genetically engineered light-emitting
proteins, the ratio of the number of labeled receptor
sites may be inherently not known, and Eq. 2 cannot be
applied directly, in a straightforward manner (10).
2. Even if the ratio of the labeled binding sites is known, the
application of Eq. 2 can lead to errors in a introduced by
the labeling ratio-dependence of light emission of the
fluorophore-conjugated labels (mAbs) and/or the label-
ing-ratio dependence of binding of the ligands to their
receptors. As to the light emission, by increasing labeling
ratios, it decreases on average due to the larger formation
probabilities of dim complexes (efficient traps of excita-
tion energy conveyed by homo-FRET), meaning that the
true number of emitters (i.e., the effective labeling ratio)
is smaller than the nominal one (20–24).
The above problems with the determination of a inspired us
to find more efficient and robust ways of determination of
a resistant to the changes of the effective labeling ratios
(effective quantum efficiency) that do not require the prior
knowledge of the receptor numbers. A way forward is
offered by fluctuation analysis of the measured cell-by-Biophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035cell fluorescence distributions in the form of calculated var-
iances and covariances (also called second moments) and
their possible dependence on the respective mean values
(fluorescence intensities and other quantities).
By computing the variance of the I1 donor signal, a
quadratic equation for a can be set up that is resistant
enough to experimental uncertainties for giving a meaning-
ful a-value as its positive root in most of the cases. Starting
out from Eq. S1 in the Supporting Material, the variance of
I1 can be written as
ðI1; I1Þ ¼ ðId; IdÞ þ ðId ,E; Id ,EÞ  2 , ðId; Id ,EÞ; (3)
where symbol (x,j) designates the covariance of quantity x
with j (as random variables), defined as according to (25)
ðx;jÞ ¼
Xn
i¼ 1

xi  x

,

ji  j

n; (4)
where n is the number of cells (or pixels in the case of
imaging).
After replacing Id and Id  E in Eq. 3 with
Id ¼ I1 ,

1þ A0=a (5)
andId ,E ¼ I1 ,A0=a (6)
obtainable from Eqs. S12 and S13 in the Supporting Mate-
rial, and by introducing the designations
d ¼ ðId; IdÞ (7)
andd
0 ¼ ðI1; I1Þ (8)
for the second moment of the donor intensity unperturbed
by FRET (but possibly perturbed by steric interactions)
and for the donor intensity perturbed by both FRET and
possible steric interactions, respectively, we obtain the
following quadratic equation for a:
D ,a2  2 , p ,a q ¼ 0; (9)
with the shorthand notations
D ¼ d  d0 ; (10)
p ¼ I1; I1 ,A0

; (11)q ¼ I1 ,A0 ; I1 ,A0

: (12)An alternative deduction of Eq. 9 is presented in Eq. S27 in
the Supporting Material. For a summary of the correlation
method, please see Fig. 1.
FIGURE 1 Flow-chart and summary of the main formulae for deter-
mining FRET based on intensity correlations. As the starting point, single
donor-only labeled samples are analyzed for determining the S1, S3 spectral
spillage factors, the Md intensity mean, and the d0 intensity variance, then
single acceptor-labeled samples are analyzed for determining the S2 spec-
tral spillage factor and the Ma intensity mean. In the knowledge of S1, S2,
and S3, the FRET-related quantity A
0 is determined based on the double-
labeled FRET sample: A0 is a single-valued, monotonously increasing func-
tion of the transfer efficiency E for the accurate calculation of which a
scaling of A0 with the scaling factor a is necessary. After scaling of A0
with a, FRET efficiency E is calculated as E ¼ A0/(a þ A0), with the mean-
ing A0/a ¼ (R0/R)6 (from Fo¨rster’s formula). Calculation of covariance-
based a begins with determination ofD, the difference between the variance
of the hypothetical (immeasurable, indirectly determined) donor intensity
when FRET is switched off (d), and the variance of donor intensity (measur-
able) when FRET is switched on (d0), both characterizing the double-
labeled FRET sample. In the absence of any steric interaction between
the dye-targeting labels (e.g., no competition) instead of d, the d0 variance
of the donor-only sample can be used for calculation of D. In the presence
of steric influence, the functional dependence of the change in the intensity
variance (Q0) on the change in mean intensity (Q) characterized with the
m slope and b intercept parameters (Q0 ¼ m $ Q þ b) can be used for
estimating d and D on the FRET sample in the knowledge of d0, A0, and
a. It can be noted that whereas in the former case D does not depend on
a, in the latter case it does, with the consequence that a cubic equation
should be used for a, instead of a quadratic one (see below). After deter-
mining D (or expressing it as the function of a), coefficients of p and
q are calculated with I1, and A
0 on the double-labeled sample. In the knowl-
edge of D, p, and q, a quadratic (or more complicated, depending on the
FRET-Dependent Fluorescence Intensity Fluctuations 2027As to the meaning of the quantities D, p, and q in Eq. 9: D
is the reduction of variance of the donor intensity due
to FRET expressing increasing information content (or
decreasing entropy) of the donor signal, q is the information
(or entropy) conveyed by FRET from the donor channel
toward the acceptor channel (26), and p is the covariance
between transferred energy and remaining energy at the
donor’s site representing possible dependence of FRET
on the donor’s concentration (which could occur for
nonrandom receptor distributions (27)).
More explicitly, by using Eq. S10 in the Supporting
Material for A0, the p and q parameters can be expanded
in zero-, first-, and second-order terms of the S1, S2,
and S3 spillage factors—which are generally smaller than
unity—multiplied with the covariances and variances of
the basic I1, I2, and I3 intensities:
p ¼ ðI1; I2Þ  S2 , ðI3; I3Þ
1 S2 , S3=S1  S1 , ðI1; I1Þ; (13)
andq ¼ ðI2; I2Þ  2 , S2 , ðI2; I3Þ þ S
2
2 , ðI3; I3Þ
ð1 S2 , S3=S1Þ2
 2 , S1 , ½ðI1; I2Þ  S2 , ðI1; I3Þ
1 S2 , S3=S1 þ S
2
1 , ðI1; I1Þ: (14)
By replacing the spillage factors with zero, Eqs. 13 and 14
inform us that whereas p essentially reflects the covariance
of the quenched donor fluorescence with the sensitized
acceptor fluorescence (p ¼ (I1, I2)), q reflects the variance
of the sensitized acceptor fluorescence (q ¼ (I2, I2)).Applications of the variance equation for a (Eq. 9)
The case of sterically noninteracting donors and acceptors
For the application of Eq. 9, the spectral spillage factors S1,
S2, and S3 are determined from the I1, I2, and I3 intensitiesnature of D, see also the Supporting Material) equation is solved for a.
The fact that the D, p, and q coefficients are population averages of fluctu-
ation (deviation from the mean) products implies two alternatives for solu-
tion of the equation for a: either it can be solved for a for each individual
cell, i.e., on a cell-by-cell basis and histograms of a are created from which
some characteristic expressing average behavior (mean, mode, median) is
calculated (followed when D is independent of a); or the averages of the
appropriate fluctuation product histograms (cell-by-cell distributions of
D, p, q) are calculated first, then the equation is solved for an average a
(followed when D depends on a). Finally, E is calculated with a and A0
on a cell-by-cell basis. The a-factor in the conventional way is determined
from the relative absorption, labeling ratio, receptor number, and intensity
(spectral a or a0). FRET efficiency of E0 is calculated with a0 and A
0 on a
cell-by-cell basis. By taking a ratio, a/a0 ¼ (Ld/La)effective can be intro-
duced, expressing the reduction in quantum yield or binding efficiency of
the fluorescently labeled ligand as the function of the degree of labeling
of ligands.
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2028 Bene et al.of the single donor- and acceptor-stained samples, and the
parameter A0 is calculated with the spillage factors and the
intensities of the double-labeled sample. Then from A0 and
I1, the covariance p and variance q terms (the second-order
moments) are calculated. The most problematic factor in
Eq. 9 is D: although d0 is calculated from I1 as its variance,
d, the variance of Id is unknown due to a lack of a prior
knowledge on the distribution of unperturbed donor
intensity in the presence of the acceptor-carrying ligand.
Nevertheless, some work-around can be found: With the
application of an unlabeled (dim) version of the ligands
used for targeting the acceptor, possible influences of the
presence of the acceptor-carrying ligands can be revealed,
and the variance of the detected I1 intensity can be used as
an estimation of d in Eq. 10. In the absence of steric inter-
actions, the d value can also be estimated with the variance
d0 of I1 measured on the donor-only sample.
Lower and upper limits for a
A generally applicable inequality can also be stated, based
on the fact that FRET reduces the value of d, i.e., d0 < d,
0%D%d%d0; (15)
where the value of D is zero when E ¼ 0 (d ¼ d0), and D ¼
0d when E ¼ 100% (d ¼ 0), and because d < d0 can be
generally assumed (where d0 is the variance of I1 of the
donor-only sample, i.e., d0 ¼ (I1, I1)donor only). Based on
the chain of inequalities in Eq. 15, lower and upper limits
for a—defined by the conditions D ¼ d0 and D ¼ 0, respec-
tively—can always be computed.
Approaches when d is unknown: estimation of d from d 0
and A0 based on the variation of d with the mean intensity
1. For the recording of Q0Q plots, the first approach is
based on the experience that the variance of the I1 signal
shows a monotonic dependence on the mean of I1 inten-
sity, which can be taken as linear with a good approxi-
mation (as judged from correlation coefficients R2 >
80%, see also Fig. 3 A). Equivalently, from this state-
ment it also follows that if a relative change Q0 is
defined with the donor-moments in the absence and
presence of FRET (generally the sum of quenching
induced by FRET and the effects of possible steric inter-
actions, as a kind of FRET index), Q0 should also line-
arly depend on the relative change Q in intensity means.
This circumstance implies that if a relationship between
Q0 and Q can be stated, then the validity of this relation-
ship in the presence of acceptor-bearing ligands could
be used for the estimation of the unknown value of d.
Detailing now the procedure: If Q (intensity quenching)
is defined as
Q ¼ 1 I1=Id;0; (16)Biophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035where I1 and Id,0 are donor intensities in the presence and
absence of acceptor-bearing ligands (mAbs), and if Q0
(i.e., quenching of variance) is defined as
Q
0 ¼ 1 d0=d0 (17)
with the corresponding donor-moments, then a linear
dependence of Q0 on Q can also be expected, with a slope
(i.e., amplification) m and intercept (i.e., zero-offset) b.
These constants can be experimentally determined in
the optical conditions of the FRET measurement (see
also Eq. 27):
Q
0 ¼ m ,Qþ b: (18)
For determining the m and b constants in Eq. 18, the
donor intensity and its variance may be changed also
by processes—i.e., quenching processes and steric inter-
actions—other than FRET, inasmuch as the coefficients
remain resistant to the exact type of the intensity-perturb-
ing process in constant optical conditions. The require-
ment is that the biological contribution to the total
variance should be the same as in the studied FRET pro-
cess. Variation of donor intensity may be accomplished
by changing the amount of the acceptor—e.g., via chang-
ing the labeling ratio of the acceptor-stained ligand,
or the expression levels of receptors targeted by the
acceptor with IFNg, as in this study, or KI quenching
(28). The advantage of formulating the dependence of
d on the mean intensity via the dependence of Q0 on Q
is that the latter is scale-invariant.
For the estimation of d via Eq. 18 with the measured
values of d0 and A0, d0 is expressed first from Eq. 17 as
the function of Q0, into which the value of Q0, as
expressed with Q according to Eq. 18, is plugged.
Finally, Q is expressed with A0 and a according to
Eq. S12 in the Supporting Material, if E is replaced by
Q. The result is the following expression of d as the
function of A0 and a:
d ¼ d
0
1 m ,A0=ðaþ A0 Þ  b: (19)
After plugging this estimation of d into Eq. 10, Eq. 9,
originally quadratic in a, is converted into an equation
now cubic in a,
p3 ,a
3 þ p2 ,a2 þ p1 ,aþ p0 ¼ 0; (20)
with coefficients
p3 ¼ b , d0 ; (21)
p2 ¼ ðmþ bÞ ,A0 , d0  2 , ð1 bÞ , p; (22)
p1 ¼ 2 , ð1 m bÞ ,A0 , p ð1 bÞ , q; (23)
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FRET-Dependent Fluorescence Intensity Fluctuations 2029p0 ¼ ð1 m bÞ ,A0 , q: (24)The acceptable solution of Eq. 20 (real, positive, and
large enough for producing E < 1) is designated with
acubic in Table 1 and Table S1 in the Supporting Material.
By inspecting Eqs. 20–24, it can be seen that the presence
of a zero-offset (b s 0) gives rise to the third power
in Eq. 20, otherwise (with b ¼ 0) Eq. 20 turns into a
quadratic equation.
2. Estimating intensity variation of d from a single cell-by-
cell distribution of the I1 donor intensity is done by suc-
cessive gating on a second parameter (see Eq. S14 in the
Supporting Material).
3. Estimating d by using Eq. 2, a hybrid approach, is done
when the labeling ratios are small (see Eq. S23 in the
Supporting Material) and linearity is guaranteed.BLE 1 Conventional and the covariance-based a-factors
ET pairs
Labeling rationor: Alexa-Fluor 546 Acceptor: Alexa-Fluor 647
b Epitope mAb Epitope Ld La
8 b2m W6/32 MHCI
heavy-chain
4.7 1.7
8 W6/32 lowg
8 lowg W6/32
/32 MHCI
heavy-chain
L368 b2m 1.5 2.1
/32 L368 lowg
/32 lowg L368
8 b2m L368 b2m 4.7 2.1
/32 MHCI
heavy-chain
W6/32 MHCI
heavy-chain
1.5 1.7
uced FRET efficiencies measured between the b2m (light-chain) and heavy
units on the surface of FT T-lymphoblast cells by using Alexa-Fluor 546- a
e conventional (or spectral) a-factors (a0) have been calculated according to
h the donor and the acceptor as well as the labeling ratios and absorption coe
CI molecule, unity was used for the ratio of the labeled receptors (Bd/Ba). A
ing similar results, with relative errors <15% (mean5 SE).
variance-based a-factor at the donor side (a) was determined as the mean valu
t of the quadratic polynomial in Eq. 9 written for the cell-by-cell distribution
ulation of the D coefficient in Eq. 9, for the noncompeting case of FRET m
ET sample was approximated by the mean of d0 distribution of the correspo
the case of FRET indicating homo-association between the MHCI receptors
ET sample has been corrected according to Eq. 19 and the positive root of the
ubic) that was used in the calculation of E. Whereas the root of the quadratic
ution of a has been determined, this latter calculation have been carried out
enching efficiency (Q) is defined as the relative change in the I1 donor fluore
-by-cell distributions, defined as Q¼ 1I1/I1,d where I1 is intensity of the dou
h the donor, are listed. In the case of competing mAbs for the measurement
b competition and the effect of FRET.
has been calculated as the mean of the corresponding cell-by-cell distribution
Supporting Material) with the conventional a-factor (a0) as an input consta
as been calculated as the mean of the corresponding cell-by-cell distribution
e-based a-factor (a) as an input constant.
this case, ‘‘low’’ means one-half of the saturating amount of the mAb con
20 with m ¼ 3.25, b ¼ 0.17 (R2 ¼ 0.86) obtained by fitting the correspondEXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Comparative measurements of FRET between
epitopes of MHCI at different labeling ratios of
mAbs on the surface of FT T-lymphoblast cells:
I. Alexa-Fluor 546-647 dye pair
Table 1 reports on FRET measurements between Alexa-
Fluor 546- and Alexa-Fluor 647-conjugated mAbs bound
to epitopes of MHCI. Intramolecular proximity is monitored
when two different mAbs are used against the two subunits
of MHCI: L368 against the light chain (b2m) and W6/32
against the heavy chain conjugated with the donor and
acceptor, respectively, in the forward direction (L368/
W6/32, Table 1 A), and, vice versa, in the reverse direction
(W6/32/L368, Table 1 B). Approximately equal and large
FRET efficiencies are expected in these cases, based on the
rather well-defined distance of these subunits of ~7.7 nma-factors FRET efficiencies (%)
Spectral Covariance-based Quenching
Quenching and
sensitized emission
a0
a ab acubic
c Qd E0
e Ef
10.07 0.35 — 28 2 30
9.78 0.40 — 19 2 21
9.88 0.29 — 26 1 26
0.13 0.14 — 19 26 25
0.12 0.09 — 16 18 22
0.13 0.16 — 23 27 24
3.96 0.16 0.21 39 1 13h
0.33 0.10 0.14 40 6 11h
-chain subunits of the MHCI receptor as well as between its heavy-chain
nd Alexa-Fluor 647-conjugated mAbs.
Eq. 2 of the main text by using the mean intensities of the samples labeled
fficients. Because of the 1:1 stoichiometry of the two subunits of the same
ll data in this table are representative ones of three different measurements
e of the corresponding cell-by-cell distribution of a obtained as the positive
s of the D, p, and q coefficients, examples of which are shown in Fig. 2. In
easurement between the b2m and heavy-chain subunits, the d value of the
nding single-donor labeled sample.
, instead of using d0 of the single-donor labeled sample, the d
0 value of the
cubic polynomial in Eq. 20. This resulted in a meaningful FRET efficiency
polynomial of Eq. 9 has been found for each cell and the cell-by-cell dis-
only with mean values.
scence due to the mAb used as acceptor. Mean values of the corresponding
ble-labeled sample and I1,d is the mean intensity of the sample labeled only
of MHCI homo-association, it also contains the intensity-reducing effect of
obtained from the A0 distribution by using E0¼ A0/(a0þ A0) (see Eq. S12 in
nt.
obtained from the A0 distribution by using E ¼ A0/(a þ A0) with the covari-
centration. These values were calculated by using acubic, the solution of
ing QQ0 plot like that shown in Fig. 3 A.
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FIGURE 2 Representative histograms of covariance-based FRET deter-
mination. For the application of the quadratic equation (Eq. 9) for a, first
the second moments (or variances) d’ and d0 are computed as mean values
of the corresponding squared deviation (or fluctuation square) distributions
(Panel B). In Panel B, d’ and d0 are distributions of the squared deviations
from the respective means (or fluctuation squares) computed from the dis-
tribution of the donor intensity of the double-labeled FRET sample (I1)
and the donor-only one (I1,d) of Panel A, respectively. Next, the p and
q input constants for Eq. 9 are computed as averages of their respective
distributions shown in Panels C, D. In Panel C, the distribution of p is
that of the product of the deviations for I1 (Panel A) and A’ (Panel F)
from their respective means. In Panel D, the distribution of q is that of
the squared deviation of the I1$A’ product from its mean value. In Panel
E shown is the distribution of a as computed by a cell-by-cell solution
of Eq. 9 with the input distributions d’, p, q and with the average of the
d0 distribution as an input constant. As a summary, the distributions of
d’, p, q, A’, and a (Panels B-F) are determined on the double-labeled
FRET sample, distributions of I1,d and d0 (Panels A, B) on the donor-
only sample. Finally, histogram of donor quenching efficiency Q (Panel
G) is computed from the input histogram of I1 and the average of I1,d
as input constant according to Q¼1-I1/I1,d. Histogram of FRET efficiency
E (Panel H), taking into account both donor quenching and sensitized
acceptor emission, is computed from the distribution of A’ (Panel F)
and the mean of the a distribution (Panel E) as input constant according
to E¼A’/(aþA’). During analysis, all intensities were divided by 1000,
meaning that all moments are divided by 106. The distributions (reminis-
cent to Weibull-type) are determined for the Alexa-Fluor 488-conjugated
L368, Alexa-Fluor 546-conjugated W6/32 transfer pair labeling the b2m
and heavy-chain subunits of MHCI on the surface of FT T-lymphoblast
cells. The details of the computations with the mean values of the shown
distributions can be found in the Supporting Material.
2030 Bene et al.(29). In Table 1 C, the same epitope on the light or heavy
chain is labeled by the donor- and acceptor-bearing mAbs
of the same type (either L368 or W6/32), defining FRET
pairs for measuring intermolecular proximities, i.e., homo-
associations of the MHCI receptors. The quantities listed
are chosen such a way as to enable comparison of a-factor
and FRET indices obtained in the conventional way (spec-
tral a or a0, and Q, E0) with those obtained with the
believed-new method (covariance-based a-factors a, acubic,
and E). Examples for the cell-by-cell distributions are
shown on Fig. 2.
An important feature of the intramolecular FRET systems
defined by the L368 and W6/32 mAbs is that because, in
these cases, there is practically no steric interaction between
these ligands, the simple donor quenching (Q) values them-
selves can serve as a kind of internal control for the E0 and E
FRET efficiencies determined with the a-factors (29,30).
Whereas a0 was calculated by using the labeling ratios
listed, a was determined from the quadratic equation, the
coefficients of which (D ¼ d – d0, p, q) are defined by the
appropriate variances and covariances determined from
the donor- and double-labeled samples. Because in the intra-
molecular FRET case there is only a very small competition
(<10%), the d moment of the FRET sample, which indi-
cates variance of the hypothetical donor intensity when
FRET would be switched off, can be replaced by the d0
moment of the donor-only sample enabling calculation of
D as d0d0 instead of dd0. This approximation would
overestimate the real D and underestimate the real a in
the case of significant competition between the donor- and
acceptor-bearing ligands. The coefficient p is a covariance
of I1 and I1 , A0, and q is the covariance of I1 , A0with itself
(i.e., the variance), both determined on the same double-
labeled FRET sample.
Regarding the calculation of a, the case of intermolec-
ular FRET describing homo-associations is quite different.
In this case, there is an inherent steric interaction (compe-
tition) between the donor- and acceptor-stained mAbs
because the same mAb is used for targeting the donor
and the acceptor. One implication of the steric interaction
is that the quenching value calculated as the relative
decrease of donor intensity contains a contribution from
the competition in addition to that of FRET; the other
implication is that, in this case, the easy way of calculation
by using d0d0 instead of dd0 in the quadratic equation
for a (Eq. 9) gives only an approximation, being that the
real d value is now unknown and smaller than d0 for the
donor-only sample. Away forward is offered by the knowl-
edge of the functional form of intensity dependence of the
donor moment on the donor intensity. It is formulated
either by a plot of relative moment change versus relative
intensity change (Q0Q plots) obtained on donor-labeled
samples of different mean intensities, or in a self-contained
manner, obtained on the double-labeled FRET sample itself
by successive gating on an intensity parameter differentBiophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035
FRET-Dependent Fluorescence Intensity Fluctuations 2031from the I1 intensity, e.g., the I2, I3 or the light scatter
(FSC, SSC) intensities (so-called conditional-variance
versus conditional-mean plots are discussed in the Support-
ing Material). The advantage of the knowledge of the
functional dependence of the donor moment on the mean
intensity is that the unperturbed donor moment on the dou-
ble-labeled FRET sample can be expressed with the FRET
efficiency E, or equivalently A0 and a via Eq. S12 in the
Supporting Material (Eq. 19). However, the price of esti-
mation of the unknown d with a known functional form
containing E is that the quadratic Eq. 9 turns into a cubic
one (Eq. 20): hence the designation acubic for the a-factor
obtained this way.
By examining FRET efficiencies obtained in the L368/
W6/32 direction for the Alexa-Fluor 546-647 dye-pair
(Table 1 A), it can be seen that whereas the quenching
efficiency Q and the FRET efficiency E0 calculated by
using the conventional (or spectral) a0 show a considerable
difference, in the one calculated with the covariance-based
a, E is practically the same as the quenching efficiency. It
is also clear that this large difference in E values is attrib-
uted to the large difference in a-factors, a0 being much
larger than a. Importantly, because of the lack of competi-
tion, this observation implies also that the true value of the
a-factor is obtained not with the conventional but with the
believed-new method.
In contrast, in the reversed direction W6/32/L368
(Table 1 B), also a case of noncompeting mAbs, both
FRET efficiencies E0 and E are practically coinciding
with the quenching efficiency Q. In parallel with the
similar E values, the a-factors obtained with the two
methods are also very close to each other. The contradict-
ing observations observed in these FRET directions can
only be resolved if we assume that the cause of the large
difference in a-factors observed in the L368/W632 direc-
tion is due to the large labeling ratio of the donor-bearing
L368 mAb (Ld ¼ 4.7), which largely deviates from unity,
as compared to the donor-bearing W6/32 mAb (Ld ¼
1.5) of the reversed FRET direction, and as compared
to the acceptor-bearing W6/32 and L368 mAbs in both
directions, which are almost the same and stay rather small
(1.7 vs. 2.1).
The evaluation of data of the L368-L368 and W6/32-
W6/32 pairs (Table 1 C) is more complicated: here the
FRET efficiencies E0 and E cannot be compared to the
quenching efficiency Q, due to the competition. Here,
again, whereas a large difference is seen between the
conventional or spectral a-factors, implying a correspond-
ing difference between the E0 and E values, seemingly
the covariance-based a-factor does not deviate much,
implying also similarly large E values. The indicated
E-values were calculated here not from a, but from acubic
(obtained as a root of the cubic Eq. 20), which are a little
larger than a, implying also correspondingly smaller E
values.Comparative measurements of FRET between
epitopes of MHCI at different labeling ratios
of mAbs on the surface of FT T-lymphoblast
cells: II. Alexa-Fluor 488-546 dye pair
Please see the Supporting Material.Comparative measurements of FRET between
epitopes of MHCI at different labeling ratios of
mAbs on the surface of LS174T cells
In addition to the FT cell line discussed above, analog exper-
iments have been carried out on LS174T cells as a control,
to demonstrate the stability of a determination with the cor-
relation method. The influences of receptor expression
levels and cluster densities as modified by IFNg treatments
have been considered (see Table S1 and additional details
in the Supporting Material).Correlating FRET indices Q, Q0, E0, and E
Because, in the case of intramolecular FRET measured
between donor-labeled b2m or light-chain and acceptor
labeled heavy-chain subunits of MHCI, essentially there is
no competition between the mAbs, simple donor quenching
can be regarded as a FRET index, a parameter mono-
tonously changing with the real FRET efficiency. It is
calculated as the decrease of donor intensity (I1) in the
presence of acceptor, referenced to the mean intensity of
the donor-only sample (I1,d): Q ¼ 1 – I1/I1,d (quenching of
intensity mean). Because the intensity moment of the donor
is also expected to change monotonously with FRET,
although with a different functional form, a FRET index
can also be defined with the intensity moment d0 for the
double-labeled sample, and d0 for the donor-only sample:
Q0 ¼ 1 – d0/d0 (quenching of intensity variance). Another
two FRET indices are the conventional FRET efficiency
E0 calculated with the conventional a0 and the intensity
correlation-based FRET efficiency E calculated with the
new a-value. Fig. 3 shows the plots for these FRET indices
pooled for 34 different measurements as functions of each
other to reveal trends in their behavior, involving the
Alexa-Fluor 488-546, Alexa-Fluor 546-647, Alexa-Fluor
546-Cy5 dye-pairs, as donor-acceptor pairs attached to the
light and heavy chains of the MHCI receptor on the surface
of FT and LS174T cells.
As to the quenching efficienciesQ0 andQ, Fig. 3 A reports
on a rather good correlation between them (79.3%, the
dependence is not strictly linear), implying that the intensity
moments alone may also be used for quantifying FRET
after calibration. This is expected, because by starting out
from the definition of Q0 and Q, it can be shown that
Q
0 ¼ 1 m , ð1 QÞ2; (25)
withBiophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035
FIGURE 3 Scatter-plots of pooled data expressing the general trends in
the degree of correlations between the different FRET indices. Values of
different FRET indices (indicated with dots, each representing a different
sample) have been put on a common scale for the L368-W6/32 and W6/
32-L368 (practically noncompeting) antibody pairs stained with either
the Alexa-Fluor 488/Alexa-Fluor 546 or the Alexa-Fluor 546/Alexa-Fluor
647 (or Cy5) dye-pair, for the LS174T and FT cell lines. The different
FRET indices are as follows:Q0, the relative change in the variance of donor
intensity when the double-labeled sample is compared to the single donor-
labeled one; Q, the relative change in the mean of donor intensity when the
double-labeled sample is compared to the single donor-labeled one; E0,
FRET efficiency calculated by scaling A0 with the conventional a-factor
(or spectral a, a0); and E, FRET efficiency calculated by scaling A
0 with
the covariance-based a-factor. (A) Good correlation is between Q and Q0
(r(Q, Q0) ¼ 79.3%). (D and F) The correlations of E are good with both
Q and Q0 (r(E, Q) ¼ 88.8%, r(E, Q0) ¼ 89.4%). (B, D, and E) However,
the correlations of E0 with E, Q, and Q
0 are bad (r(E0, E) ¼ 44.9%, r(E0,
Q) ¼ 20.5%, and r(E0, Q0) ¼ 20.2%). Seemingly, in panel B, the correla-
tions in these cases are ruined by points whose trend line is aligned approx-
imately parallel with the horizontal and vertical axes, implying over- and
underestimation of the real FRET efficiencies, due to the large acceptor
and donor labeling ratios, respectively. For panels C and E, the opposite
is true. This is supported by Fig. S6 in the Supporting Material directly
showing the dependence of the FRET indices on the labeling ratios. Despite
the good correlations of E with Q and Q0, the individual dispersion of these
quantities, and also that of E0, is substantial, due to the different types of
dye-pairs and the different acceptor levels dictated by the different labeling
ratios of the acceptor-targeting mAbs (La) as well as the different surface
expression levels of MHCI (homo-association of MHCI has a contribution
to the intramolecular FRET).
2032 Bene et al.mh
I21=I1
2  1
I21;d=I1;d
2  1
; (26)Biophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035where I1 designates the donor intensity with acceptor, and
I1,d without acceptor (essentially the ratio of squared coef-
ficients of variation for I1 and I1,d, i.e., CV
2
I1
, and CV2I1;d ).
After expanding the squared term, and neglecting the
term containing Q2 (this is allowed if Q2  1), Eq. 25
reduces to
Q
0
y1 mþ 2 ,m ,Q: (27)
The same reasoning is also behind Eq. 18, when it was
assumed that Q0 can be written as a linear function of Q
(keeping the term second-order in Q would lead to a
fourth-power term in Eq. 20 for a if m s 1). The slope
and intercept values of the linear trend-line fitting data
points of Fig. 3 A are 1.568 5 0.353 and 0.025 5 0.078
(R2 ¼ 0.661), indicating that the assumption of the linearity
is fulfilled with a good accuracy.
In contrast, essentially no correlation of E0 with these
quenching efficiencies Q and Q0 is reported by Fig. 3, C
and D (20.5%, 20.2%), due to the smearing effect of
those mAbs having large labeling ratios. For the depen-
dence of E, E0, Q, and Q
0 on the labeling ratios Ld, La,
and the Ld/La ratio, please consult Fig. S6 in the Support-
ing Material. However, for E, determined in a labeling
ratio-free manner, good correlations are indicated with
both Q (88.8%) and Q0 (89.4%) in Fig. 3, D and F. That
the correlation of E is better with Q0 than with Q is
supposedly because computation of each involves the
donor-intensity moments. Finally, a poor correlation is
seen between E and E0 (44.9%) due to inflation by those
mAbs having large labeling ratios. These plots demon-
strate that the intensity correlation-based a is superior
to the conventional a0 for mAbs of large labeling ratio
(see also Fig. S6).
Correlation plots of pooled data for FRET indices
describing the L368-L368, and W6/32-W6/32 homo-
associations (not shown) revealed similar trends between
the correlations—namely that there is large correlation
between Q and Q0 (84.5%) and correlations of E are
larger than those of E0: r(E, Q) ¼ 78.4%, r(E, Q0) ¼
72.9%, r(E0, E) ¼ 26.8%, r(E0, Q) ¼ 11.3%, and r(E0,
Q0) ¼12.2%.Fluorescence lifetime depends on the labeling
ratios of mAbs
Data obtained by FLIM directly demonstrate that light
emission by ligand-bound dyes is affected by the dye-
per-protein labeling ratio (see Fig. S5 and details in the
Supporting Material). Due to the interactions between
dyes, the assumption of linearity between dye concentra-
tion and fluorescence intensity may not be fulfilled, and
as a consequence, the form of Eq. 2 for a determination
may be violated.
FRET-Dependent Fluorescence Intensity Fluctuations 2033DISCUSSION
Intensity correlations offer new degrees of
freedom for calibrating FRET measurements
Flow cytometry is a technology inherently applicable to
developing methods based on the concept of intensity fluc-
tuations, being that the outputs of this technology are the
probability distribution functions describing the different
cell parameters at the level of populations. Despite this
advantage offered by flow cytometry, intensity correlations
that were manifested in the width of the intensity distribu-
tion curves, a scale parameter (31,32) of the distributions,
have not been exploited explicitly to extend the capabilities
of measurements, the majority of which concentrated on
the determination of some location parameters, the mean,
median, or mode.
The impetus to this work was given by a need to extend
the capabilities of the FCET method, originally worked
out by Tro´n and co-workers (7,8) to determine FRET
efficiency by concentrating only on a single sample, namely
on the double-labeled FRET sample. To put it another way,
we were trying to reduce the number of spectroscopic-
optical constants—the input parameters of FRET determi-
nation—from non-FRET samples as much as possible, to
determine FRET in a self-consistent manner. However, to
fulfill this requirement, finding extra parameters as yet not
involved in FRET determination, like some measure of
intensity correlations, is necessary. An advantage of deter-
mining a spectroscopic constant based on the intensity cor-
relations (as a scale parameter) instead of intensity means
(as a location parameter) can also be expected, namely
that whereas the location parameters are off-set dependent
(e.g., the subtracted background), the scale parameters are
not, with the consequence of increasing accuracy of the
determination of the given spectroscopic constant and
ultimately the deduced FRET efficiency.
According to the scheme of the dual-laser (or dual-wave-
length) FCET method (detailed in the Supporting Material),
FRET efficiency is determined from intensities of the dou-
ble-labeled FRET sample in the knowledge of the S1, S2,
and S3 spillage factors and the scaling factor a (Eq. 2,
and see Eqs. S4–S6 in the Supporting Material), all of
them determined in advance from single donor- and single
acceptor-labeled samples measured in the same spectro-
scopic (the same dyes) and optical conditions (equipment
state). Among these constants, a is the candidate, the deter-
mination of which is amenable to being put on the basis
of intensity correlations. This is because a is the balancing
factor between the different sensitivities of donor and
acceptor signal channels, so it also plays an inherent role
in shaping the width of the intensity distributions. In addi-
tion to this, the role of a is the proper scaling of the A0
parameter directly determined from the primarily measured
I1, I2, and I3 intensities (see Eq. S10 in the Supporting Ma-
terial), which after scaling, directly determines the FRETefficiency (see Eq. S12 in the Supporting Material). The
a-value also directly connects the width of the deduced
FRET efficiency distribution with that of A0 via
DE ¼ a , E=A02 ,DA0 (28)
(obtainable from Eq. S12 in the Supporting Material), where
DE and DA0 designate the standard deviation (proportional
to the distribution width) of E and A0, respectively.
The FCET method, originally elaborated upon in the field
of flow cytometry, can be adapted in fluorescence micro-
scopy (33), as is also the case with our intensity-correlation
extension, based on the image pixel-cell correspondence.
Especially in microscopy, combining the FCET approach
with the acceptor photobleaching version of FRET determi-
nation (34) may offer promise. Because both the donor
moments, with and without FRET (d0 and d), necessary
for determination of a, can be measured in the same pixels,
the distribution of D ¼ d – d0 can also be determined in a
pixel-by-pixel manner. This circumstance eliminates the
need for estimating d with d0 the donor-only moment, or
any assumption on a dependence of d on E (Eq. 19).
A similar approach could also be used in multiparameter
flow cytometry, e.g., when the acceptor of the FRET
sample would be bleached out with an intensive beam of
light. Although in this case d0 and d would be measured
sequentially (the cells first passing a probe laser beam,
then a bleaching beam), the signals would be correlated.
Here the D ¼ d – d0 difference could be determined on a
cell-by-cell basis, increasing accuracy compared to the
case when the d donor moment without FRET is appro-
ximated with the d0 moment of the single-donor labeled
sample.
The approach of applying intensity correlations for
extending capabilities of FRET determination was also
followed by Esposito et al. (35) in the field of FLIM.
They worked out a method that is conceptually similar to
ours, but totally different in details of mathematical
formalism and the aimed parameter: They used the moment
analysis for extending the resolution of the FRET data by
determining the fraction of donors associated with acceptors
(i.e., FRET fraction).Overview of the correlation method
Please see the Supporting Material.Comparative measurements of FRET at different
labeling ratios of mAbs reveal differences
in the conventional and covariance-based
FRET determinations
Possible causes of the difference between the conventional
and the correlation-based methods for a determinationBiophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035
2034 Bene et al.(see Fig. S6)—such as nonlinear concentration dependence
of light emission and shielding of binding sites—are dis-
cussed in the Supporting Material.Advantages of the intensity correlation-based
FRET method
By comparing the defining Eqs. 2 and 9 for a, the following
basic differences can be recognized:
1. The correlation-based a factor (Eq. 9) does not depend
on the ligand labeling ratios, implying that the error
caused by the lack of knowledge of the effective labeling
ratio drops out.
2. Because a is computed from deviations from the means
(intensity fluctuations), disturbing effects of bad zero-
offsets (bad background subtractions) cancel, but not in
the conventional formula (Eq. 2).
3. For using the conventional formula Eq. 2, knowledge of
the numbers of the labeled receptors (or at least their
ratio) is necessary on the FRET sample. However, there
are cases when this is unknown: e.g., when genetically
engineered VFPs are expressed on the cell surface.
However, the believed-new method also offers a remedy
in these cases, because the need for the precise knowl-
edge of the quantity d on the FRET sample can be re-
placed by a weaker condition of the need for knowing
only the functional dependence of d on the mean inten-
sity (i.e., intensity variance versus intensity mean titra-
tion plots), which can be recorded if several donor-only
samples of different, but not necessarily known, receptor
expression levels are available. In the linear approxi-
mation of this dependence, Eq. 9 turns into a cubic one
(Eq. 20). An approximation of the required donor-inten-
sity-variance versus intensity-mean-titration plots can
also be taken up by using only the double-labeled
FRET sample. The total population of the cell sample
is divided into monotonously increasing subpopulations
by successive gating on a second parameter (e.g., I2, I3,
FSC, SSC), and the variance of I1 is plotted against the
mean of I1 for these subpopulations, resulting in plots
(conditional-variance versus conditional-mean plots),
which can be fitted by an exponential trend line with
high accuracy (R2 > 90%). Then the moment difference
D can be expressed with a via this trend line and put
into Eq. 9, leading to the transcendental Eq. S18 (in the
Supporting Material) for a.
4. Even in the lack of any knowledge on a functional
form of the variation of intensity moment with intensity
mean, lower and upper bounds for a can be obtained
by replacing D in Eq. 9 by its maximum value Dmax ¼
d0 (D ¼ d – d0 < d0  d0 ¼ d0 when E ¼ 100%,
and d0 ¼ 0) leading to minimal a and its minimum value
Dmin ¼ 0 (D ¼ d – d0 ¼ 0 when E ¼ 0%, and d0 ¼ d)
leading to maximal a, respectively.Biophysical Journal 105(9) 2024–2035CONCLUSION
A believed-novel approach of FRET determination based on
fluorescence intensity correlations has been elaborated for
the first time, to our knowledge, by using flow cytometry
and immunolabeling of cells. The believed-new method
was demonstrated to be superior to the old one in that:
1. It does not involve the knowledge of the effective label-
ing ratio of the used dye-conjugates for computation of
the a-factor as an input parameter; rather, it allows the
determination of it.
2. It allows the estimation of FRET efficiency by using only
the double-labeled FRET sample for estimation of a.
3. Being a way of determination of a that is free from re-
ceptor density, it also allows the usage of the FCET
method when receptor density is not known, e.g., in the
cases of engineered VFPs. Although elaborated in flow
cytometry, it can straightforwardly be adapted in fluores-
cence microscopy.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Two tables, ten figures, references (36–46) and supplemental informa-
tion are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
S0006-3495(13)01089-8.
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